
Worsted – curated by Aimée Gille
Errata

CANAL PONCHO by Nancy Marchant
p. 143 Please note there are problems with the chart. Please email us so we can send you
the correct charts. lbaworstedbook@gmail.com , subject CANAL PONCHO CHART.

KNITPROVISATION by Stephen West
p. 52 Section 1 – Cables Row 33 (RS): K3, kfb, k7, p2,.... Row 35 (RS): K3, kfb, k8, p2,.....

PERENNIAL by Norah Gaughan
p.117, shape underarms, decrease row: K3, K3tog, knit to act 5, ssk, k3. The SSk at the end should be
K2tog.
p.119: In section beginning with Change to larger needles, Dec row (WS): after the 1st PM, "work next
row of chart A" (instead of "work set up row of chart A)"
P.119: Under CABLE CHANGE , in the first sentence, eliminate “plus one WS row”  b row 14 is already
a WS row.
p.122: The symbols for RT and LT are reversed in the key, but the charts are correct.

ANDREA by Andrea Mowry
p.83� Setup Row 1 (RS): K3, p6, *{k1-tbl, p1} twice, k2-tbl, {p1, k1-tbl} twice, p10; rep from * to the last
19 sts, {k1-tbl, p1} twice, k1-tbl, {p1, k1-tbl} twice, p6, sl 3 wyif. The k1tbl in bold should be k2tbl.

ASAWA by Thien-Kieu Lam
p.157: There is a mistake in the chart for Asawa on row 20, column 22� this should be a purl stitch.

STRATIFIED by Tif Neilan
p.96� HEM for Cropped Body Only
Eyelet section in MC is missing from the pattern, before you switch to smaller needles and begin
ribbing in CC1. C1 should be MC. C2 should be CC1. C5 should be CC4.
Cropped Body - Hem
Break CC4 and join MC.
Rnd 1 K to end of rnd.
Rnd 2 *Yo, k2tog,* rep *-* to end of rnd.
Rnd 3 K to end of rnd.
Switch to smaller, longer circular needle.
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AZUCENA by Nadia Crétin-Léchenne
p.36: In SHORT ROWS section, after working row 4, it should say:
“Rep rows 3-4 twice more” (instead of rows 1-4).
p. 45 The chart for the pullover is not included in the book, as it is the same as the cardigan,
just without the column of the chart that is outside of the repeat box. The chart key is
missing.
p.45: Chart A, row 12� the second stitch from left should be GREEN instead of WHITE.



SARAYA by Saysha Greene
p.111: There are mistakes in the chart key.
2/2 LC: Place 2 sts onto CN and hold to front, k2, k2 from CN.
2/2RC: Place 2 sts onto a CN and hold to back, k2, k2 from CN.
5/5 RC: Place 5 sts onto CN and hold to back, k5, k5 from CN.

AMINA by Sylvia Watts-Cherry
P.65: Row 16 column 5 should be a PURL stitch.


